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Executive Summary
Combined CSR/ESG/GHG and Pollutant Disclosure
The Greenbase Way is a combination of system and services that can be
deployed to ensure that your environmental and sustainability reporting and
accounting is reliable, verifiable, compliant, auditable and efficient.
More than 100 corporations have entrusted us with their non-financial
accounting and our tried and tested Greenbase Way reporting process to
submit over 4,000 reports on time, to budget and with no significant audit
findings.
There are three aspects of the Greenbase Way:
Accounting + Science + Regulation:
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We wrap all of the above in a comprehensive QA/QC and management
process that will provide an “Audit ready report, on time and to budget”.
In addition, you have online access to your data and accounts for trend
analysis and industry benchmarking. The system also features a customisable
dashboard so you can perform your own analytics.

Services can be provided to:
•

Establish/re-evaluate your Organisational Reporting Boundaries – what is
in, what is out

•

Document reportable activities and provide current preferred methods of
calculation

•

Create/re-evaluate and optimise your data collection process

•

Provide additional data verification and validation services

•

Reconcile and balance major source categories

•

Create your specific report boundaries, chart of activities and associated
methods in our online non-financial accounting system

•

Import your data and generate a draft report for your review

•

Submit the reports to the regulators on your behalf

•

Give 12 months access and support for regulator queries or audit
assistance

•

Provide a finalised electronic copy of your data and the report results after
the completion and public release of each report
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Organisational Reporting Boundaries (ORB)

Our Services
Your ORB service defines, decides, justifies and
documents what is in and what is out of your
Disclosure.

Service Steps
•

Assess the Reporting Requirements

•

Assess the Organisation against the
reporting requirements

The boundaries may be physical as is the
case with Pollutant Inventory Reporting
Framework which bound the reporting entity
around a physical facility or conceptual like

•

Decide and Justify

•

Define and Document the ORB

GHG Reporting Framework which operates
on operational control or legal ownership for
an organisation or a combination of both,
such as community engagement for CSR/ESG

Benefits & Value
•

Establishing your ORB is the first step in
accounting for and reporting the material

Sustainability reporting.

non-financial risks of your business per the
required reporting frameworks
•

Incorrect boundary definition can lead to
significant under or over reporting
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Profiling Service

Profiling Service
The Profiling Service produces and documents the Chart of Reportable
Activities within the ORB and the associated Bill of Methods that will be
utilised to transform activity input data into calculated reportable results.

Service Steps

1.

Assess reportable activities within the ORB against the reporting framework/s
and document (The Chart of Reportable Activities).

Figure 1: Example Extract of GHG Chart of Reportable Activities
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2.

Assess and document preferred and allowable methods for each
activity in the List/Chart

Figure 2: Example Extract Bill of Methods for the same site but for Pollutant Inventory
Reporting (highlighted methods have data common to both reporting frameworks)

Where there is a choice of allowable methods
the Environmental Accountant (EA) will apply
the Conservatism Principle to ensure least

Benefits
•

optimal compliance

impact for the client and the Cost Benefit
principle is applied to optimise costs.

Valid and reliable results; Verifiable and

•

By using the Greenbase Index of Methods
and Standards (GIMS), profiling uses the

Above all else, Greenbase works with our clients

latest version of the available methods

to ensure that the obligations and the best

and ensures that updates to methods

means of meeting them are understood and are

and standards are always identified and

appropriate for the situation at hand.

incorporated in each new set of accounts
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Data Collection Process Design

Data Collection Process Design
Create a documented Data Collection Template customised for the
organisations activities, required reporting framework/s and the organisations
reporting boundaries.

Service Steps

Benefits

1.

•

Efficient and auditable data collection

•

A poorly designed Data Collection Process

Derive a list of the required data from an
analysis of the Chart of Reportable Activities
and Bill of Methods

can increase your total cost of reporting by
over 300%

2. Identify what required data is available
within existing systems and processes and
agree on a process to obtain it
3. Design processes to create any missing

•

Continual requests for, often the same,
information erodes goodwill and credibility
within the organisation and often leads to

information from current processes and

inconsistent and unreliable input data. Make

identify what monitoring, sampling or

it C.O.U.N.T (Collect Once Use Numerous

estimation techniques are allowable

Times)

4. Ensure the above includes adequate
management, timing checkpoints and
progress reviews
5. Design a process for completeness and
align quality controls with the rest of the
accounting and reporting process
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Data Requirements Schedule (DRS)

Data Requirements Schedule (DRS)
Besides providing a simple visual check on the status of the data collection,
the DRS has in-built email reminders, automatic naming and versioning in
the Document Management System (DMS) and can be set up for any level of
activity granularity and data collection frequency.
An organisation may have multiple schedules setup for multiple facilities or
business units at any one time.

Service Steps

Benefits

1.

•

Map the Data Collection Process in the

With more people involved and a higher

DRS by required collection period and

volume of data required, the costs

responsible stakeholder details

associated with the Data Collection Process

2. Ensure the above includes adequate
management, timing checkpoints and
progress reviews

for larger and more complex organisations
can increase exponentially. Implementing a
DRS will help control costs and increase the
efficiency of your Data Collection Process

3. Design a process for completeness and
align quality controls with the rest of the
accounting and reporting process

Figure 1: Example Extract of GHG Chart of Reportable Activities
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V2 - Verify And Validate Data

V2 - Verify And Validate Data
A basic definition of data verification is a

Data Validation is the process that ensures data

process that ensures that data collected is

is logical and reasonable. This means logical and

complete and error free. The data verification

reasonable not only from a system perspective

process is entirely factual and does not focus
on the significance of the result.

(e.g. a numeric value is not entered into an
alphabet field – a format check) but whether or
not it complies with scientific and environmental
understanding, a regulation, requirement,
specification or imposed condition.

Service Steps

1.

Verification
Greenbase addresses verification by proofreading data entry. All data entry is subject to
review by a 2nd Environmental Accountant (EA) and suspect or missing data is highlighted
for correction by the original Data Entry person. Confirmation that the corrections have
been applied is required to complete the review

2.

Validation
Validation is a much more complex problem and Greenbase deploys a number of tools,
techniques and expertise to ensure a quality service. System validation types include such
things as; Check Digit, Format Check, Length Check, Lookup tables, Presence check, Range
check and Spell check.
The SA Account Lead will also employ their knowledge of the business, legislation and
reporting requirements to ensure the data is within all of the reporting boundaries (see
ORB) and valid as per the Account Configuration (see configuration). Further validation by
trend or relational tests using scientific and environmental knowledge may also be applied
where deemed necessary. As per the verification process for data entry, configurations
are also subject to a review process internally and reporting boundaries are reviewed by
the customer themselves. Reconciliations are also a very useful validation tool and used
throughout the Greenbase Way.
Benefits
•

Valid and reliable results

•

Efficient and auditable data collection and recording

•

Verifiable and optimal compliance
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Reconciliations

Reconciliations
Reconciliation is the action of making one view

for all activity accounts (such as fuel and water

or belief compatible with another.

balances), where appropriate on a regular and
ongoing basis. A robust reconciliation process

To ensure the reliability of the non-financial
records, reconciliations should be performed

improves the accuracy of the non-financial
reporting function and allows the publishing of
reports with confidence.

Service Steps
There are two ways in which reconciliation can take place:

1.

Using a documentation review
A document review is defined as the formalised technique of data collection involving
the examination of existing records or documents. This is the most common approach
of account reconciliation with this method being conducted in our in-house designed
accounting software IGAN.

2.

Analytics Review
The second method used is analytics review which is defined as “any process by which a
person or company looks at an account or financial statement and attempts to identify any
irregularities. This may involve comparing financial and non-financial information.”
Reconciliation of accounts using this method is undertaken by estimating the transactions
that should be in an account, usually based on other data, for example historical activity.

In both cases where mistakes are identified as a result of the reconciliation, adjustments
should be undertaken in order for the account balance to match the supporting
information. (Both fuel and energy balances are specialist types of reconciliations).

Benefits
•

Valid and reliable results

•

Efficient and auditable data collection and recording

•

Verifiable and optimal compliance
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Fuel and Energy Balances

Fuel and Energy Balances
Fuel balances generally involve comparing
different measurements, such as delivery,
storage and use, to ensure all of a particular fuel
that is delivered is accounted for. As fuel delivery,
storage, handling and use for different purposes
becomes more complicated and interconnected
between operations, being able to demonstrate
a complete understanding of fuel movement and
use, and that all fuel is accounted for, which is
critical for audit and assurance.
The same principles apply to energy, where
Accounting for fuel in environmental reporting
involves measuring many different quantities
for different purposes. To ensure combined
measurements are consistent and realistic,

instead of balancing a specific fuel, fuels and
electricity can be converted and considered on
an energy basis. Energy balances involve the
movement and transformation of energy into,
across and out of an operation to demonstrate a

Greenbase performs fuel and energy balances

complete understanding of the operation and to

on data provided and results.

validate information provided.

Service Steps
Fuel and energy balances are a skilled task as unlike traditional accounting, values do not
reconcile and the ability to pass judgment on what is acceptable needs to be considered.
The data provided or the transformation of energy requires experience and confidence, as
well as clear communication between varied stakeholders. Depending on the standards
that need to be met for different measurements, gaps in data may need to be estimated or
reconciled using approved techniques.
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Configuration & Data Entry

Configuration & Data Entry
Configuration

NB: As with financial accounting, despite all

Configuration is the process of finalising and
linking your Chart of Reportable Activities, Bill of
Methods and associated Data Collection Units
into the Greenbase Accounting System IGAN.

the pre-planning in creating your chart of
accounts life intervenes and you may find some
of the data you collected does not exactly fit
your accounting structure. If it is immaterial it
is easy enough to place it into the equivalent
of “Miscellaneous or Other” otherwise any

Data Entry
Verified, validated and categorised data is
transferred into the IGAN system from your
completed Data Collection template.

material difference that will alter the shape of
your accounts must be rectified and the chart of
activities reconfigured prior to submission.

Service Steps

1.

Match data collected to Configured Data Collection Units in the system.

2.

Re-configure if necessary and have the configuration reviewed.

3.

Import data and have the data entry process reviewed.

4.

Calculate and generate the draft report and provide for review.

Benefits
•

Valid and reliable results

•

Verifiable and optimal compliance

*As critical steps in the process both Data Entry and Configuration are
always reviewed by another Environmental Accountant prior to sign off.
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Report Review

Report Review
We will have an open dialogue with you to review the draft report as compliance
reporting is more than just providing the values needed for a submission.
Values require explanation, context and assurance for you to be able to demonstrate
that they are the right numbers

Internal Review
The Greenbase internal Report Review is a peer review process that involves looking
into results to identify and fix mistakes, to identify and investigate changes or
unexpected results and to ensure that appropriate process and quality controls
were used in the creation of the results. Once an internal review is complete it will
progress to Client Review.

Figure 4: Example of the Greenbase Internal Report Review
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Report Review

Client Review.
Although we have prepared the report, it is

•

Breakdowns of individual calculations

your report and the report review process

performed, with reference to changes to

provides the opportunity for the detailed

activities, approaches and versions, fully
referenced through the GIMS calculation

analysis that you need to satisfy yourself that it

library,

has been done right and the report accurately
reflects your organisation.

•

Results in total, by different calculations and
categories or by individual calculation with
all relevant data and references used,

This process will also provide any context and
advice you may need to present reports for
review and approval within your organisation.

•

as percentage changes, available for total

Review topics may include but are not limited to:
•

Thresholds and exclusions,

Time series data, presented graphically or
results down to individual values, and

•

Industry comparison benchmarking, with
results referenced to other submitted reports
from across the relevant jurisdiction.
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Report Review

Service Steps

1.

Internal Review

2.

Client Review

3.

Review documentation and report sign off:
•

We are flexible with how this occurs. Some clients like to review the report online
via a shared screen conference call with the contextual information from the review
emailed through to them after the call.

•

Many clients especially those who have been with us many years simply ask for us to
send through a summary of major movements and context.

You are confident that you have valid and reliable results with verifiable
and optimal compliance.

Figure 5: Example Extract online Report Review Pollutant Inventory
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Report Submission

Report Submission
Once the report is finalised it needs to be submitted to the jurisdiction that
requested it.
Some reports can be submitted electronically (NPI), some have to be entered in
manually online (NGER), and some need to be both submitted and “presented”* to
stakeholders via electronic and or print media (e.g. sustainability type reports).
*Greenbase provides accounting and submission services and the “making it pretty
jobs” are for your favourite marketing and communications person.

Service Steps

1.

Submit the report by the most efficient process

2.

Check
Check the submission for transcription and submission errors. This part of
the service may only occur months after the submission as it may take this
long for the release of the numbers by the regulator.

Benefits
By utilising the Greenbase system and services you will save a substantial
amount of time and avoid transcription and data entry errors
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Report Quality Assurance – RQA

Report Quality
Assurance – RQA
As can be seen from the above every step of

Service Steps
Prior to Draft Report
•

Check Spelling

•

Check documents are in the right place and
named correctly in the DMS

the Greenbase way has been designed with
quality in mind.

•

are on right report history page

From verifying and validating data, a second
pair of eyes across data entry and configuration

Check comments are understandable and

•

to a robust report review process, each step is

Check all process steps have been followed
and completed

designed for optimal compliance, efficiency and
valid/reliable results.
The final QA/QC check is to make sure that all of
these controls have been followed in the process

After Report Review
•

Check the final report progress checkboxes
are completed including, report review,

and everything is in the right place.

submission, Regulator feedback and
response are documented and that all
documents are ready for the generation of
a final digital copy of the report to be made
available to the client

Benefits
Audit ready, verifiable and optimal
compliance

•

In some cases it may take months for the
Regulator feedback and in these cases the
electronic copy of your data and final report
may only be sent to you 4 to 5 months after
submission

Figure 6: Example of RQA process within the report progress

Our Sustainability Accounting System

IGAN™
Greenbase has a very sophisticated accounting system for non-financial data.
Not only is it able to accept spatial, sample and time series data across
multiple systems of measure but also, all data is compiled within the system
back to a single validated and consistent dataset.
It is also able to apply any individual data item across multiple reporting
frameworks using differing calculation methods as well as consequential
differing outputs in the same reporting process.
For example: Your diesel consumption number is used to calculate emissions
like NOx, SOx and TVOC using legislated emission factors while at the same
time it can be used for calculating Greenhouse gas numbers using the UNFCC
factors. In order to do so the system automatically reconciles the fact that
these reporting programs use different reporting boundaries and different
activity methods.
Continued
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Our Sustainability Reporting System

IGAN integrates Data Management, Document Management, Process
Management, Accounting and Reporting Frameworks and GIMS into a
comprehensive accounting system that is optimised for non-financial
sustainability reporting.
Just like your accountant/s utilise your financial accounting package to
systematically record, account, analyse and report your financial data, a
Greenbase Environmental Accountant uses IGAN to systematically record,
account, analyse and report your non-financial data.
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GIMS

Greenbase Index of Methods and Standards

GIMS
GIMS is an executable methods library that
currently houses over 1,700 registered
methodologies from 100+ manuals all around
the world including CAPP - Canada NPRI,
Australian NPI manuals, Australian NGER
Determination, GRI, SASB and more.

Existing Method Utilisation

The general approach is:

If the required method is in the GIMS library

Have a conversation to understand what your

it will be utilised automatically as part of your

method requirements will be,

Report Profiling service and linked to your
accounts through our Configuration service.
New GIMS Method Creation Steps**
Greenbase can work with you on any standard
or non-standard calculation methodologies
not currently in the GIMS library to ensure your

View examples of how you previously
completed this method (or how you would like
to update the method),
Create the method using Greenbase’s internal
GIMS process

report is being compiled and displayed in the

Present the method back to you for feedback

manner you desire.

and testing before it is used in any reports, and
Finalise any changes and approve the method
for use in the appropriate reports.

Benefits
•

Save many hours of research, reading manuals, referencing legislation, processing
changes and creating and checking formulas every year

•

Gives you the ability to reliably and repeatedly perform complex calculations without
risk of error

•

The system displays all inputs and outputs in a transparent and auditable manner

•

The GIMS team processes method changes and updates throughout the year so your
reports are always using the most up to date method

•

When updating methods, GIMS will retain the history and integrity of past method
versions and reports so integrity over time is maintained and step changes from
method updates are easily highlighted

**Work on standard methodologies from approved manuals
will not incur any cost.
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Ongoing Support

Support Services
Ongoing Support
Our service does not stop on the submission of the report. Your subscription
to our reporting service entitles you to audit and regulator support and
access to your Environmental Account (EA) and the system for 12 months.

•

We will discuss the answers to questions raised by the auditor or regulator
with you free of charge.

•

We will fix any errors found that were made by us and re-submit free of
charge.

•

We do however reserve the right to charge at our standard hourly rate for
fixes and resubmissions required because of incorrect data supplied by
you that require significant effort.

Even though our process has “no significant finding” against it, around 7% of
reports require a re-submission each year for minor amendments. Around half
are required because of incorrect or missing data in the data supplied (that
we find in the process of doing other reporting for the client such as GHG or
CSR) and the other half is prompted by regulator queries around substance
parameters and year on year trends.

Service Steps

Support Costs

Call or email us and we will be there for you!

In 97% of cases – absolutely none! In 100% of
cases you will avoid the following costs:

Benefits
You have the support of an experienced SA,
a tried and trusted process and a world class

•

CAPEX for software purchase,

•

Ongoing maintenance fees,

•

Scope creep and budget shocks,

•

Knowledge walking out the door – we are
always here,

non-financial accounting system. The company
has successfully submitted over 4,000 reports

•

and has a good working relationship with all the
regulators.

Recruitment and training costs to build your
reporting bench, and

•

Costly system updates and retraining.
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Ongoing Support

Your Dedicated Account Manager and
Sustainability Accountant (SA)

All of our SAs have Science or Engineering backgrounds and have been
thoroughly trained in the accounting process and principles required by the
Greenbase Way.

They will have assisted an experienced SA for

The majority of Greenbase Sustainability

at least 12 months in accounting and report

Accountants are also certified as Audit Leads

creation and spent months studying and

– Integrated Business Management Systems,

analysing the legislation and manuals that

a useful skillset in assessing data collection

support the various reporting frameworks our

processes from ISO9000, 14000, 18000, 31000

clients require. With 12 different Scientific and

and other Business Management Systems

Engineering disciplines across the teams we

that store much of the data required for non-

have experience and capabilities across most

financial accounting and reporting.

industries and industry process.

Many EAs have tremendous depth of experience

Your SA as a minimum will meet the following

in specific areas and many have worked with the

skills and knowledge requirements:

same clients for over 7 years.

•

Knowledge of Legislation,

•

Reporting Requirements,

•

Industry Knowledge,

•

Scientific/Engineering background,

•

Audit/Accounting skills,

•

Process Optimisation focus,

•

IGAN system trained,

•

Site/Facility Process understanding,

•

Good understanding of Business
fundamentals, and

•

Process and project management
experience.
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Pricing

Our Pricing

Fixed Price and
Pay-per-use based
on Disclosure
Complexity
ie. 40 Disclosure metrics will be twice a
disclosure with 20 metrics.
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Thank You
We thank you for the opportunity to showcase our skills, knowledge and experience
and hope that these pages will help you to clearly understand the value we provide.
All clients have unique requirements that may or may not require a change to our
standard process.

Your Contact
Please call (08) 9322 9966 to discuss your specific requirements so we can implement
the process that meets your needs.

+61 (08) 9322 966
projects@greenbase.com.au
LinkedIn
www2.greenbase.com.au

Some of the Disclosure Frameworks we cover.
GRI, SASB, CDSB, TCFD, CDP, DJSI, ICMM, NGER, Safeguard, NPI
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